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The morning sets the day and the assembly paves the way for

our students to rejuvenate their spirits, remain rooted to the

moral values and unleash their vitality.

At British International School, Ajman a welcome aassembly

for students on September 9th was organised and beautifully

led by the teachers for the students when they arrived back

from a refreshing summer break. It is quite evident that

students will have to be encouraged for the first day of school

to regain their enthusiasm and positive approach towards

learning.

The assembly started with the Holy Quran recitation with translation

followed by the national anthem.

Firstly, students were welcomed warmly, after which our English

teacher narrated The Jungle School story for students’ motivation

which had a moral message, “Everyone is unique and special in their

own way.”



Secondly, students were briefed about the Mission, Vision and Core

values of the MOE & the school, after which we had a set of teachers

who shared wonderful words and inspirational quotes for the students.

To end the assembly on a lighter note we had a fun filled session

entertaining the students with funny school life jokes that were

extremely humorous. Then we had a round of riddles wherein the

students participated in answering them.

The session was amusing to the students and teachers both. It made

the assembly feel more energetic and lively.

Lastly, we thanked the audience and the Principal as well as the Vice

Principal concluded the assembly with an effective message.

This assembly was conducted with the belief that it will play an

incredible role to develop a feeling of affiliation, unity among

students, a sense of identity and loyalty towards the school. Therefore,

it was an interactive well conducted assembly.

“Every child is a flower of its own kind and all together they make this 

world a beautiful garden”.







Saudi National Day is celebrated in

Saudi Arabia on every 23rd of

September to commemorate the

renaming of the Kingdom of Nejd

and Hejaz to the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia by a royal decree from King

Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud in 1932.

A line up of activities and different

programs were a part of the

celebrations at British International

School, Ajman on the 23rd September

2018 to mark the participation of

UAE in the celebrations of the

Saudia National Day. The

programme began with the Quranic

recitation and translation followed by

UAE National Anthem and the Saudi

National Anthem. The ever energetic

and spirited students presented a

speech on National Day of Saudi

Arabia, which threw light on Islam

and Saudia, different important facts

about Saudia and some very

inspiring and motivating quotes by

King Abdul Aziz.



The celebrations focused basically

on the growing relation between

Saudi and the United Arab

Emirates.

The National Day of Saudi Arabia

was an opportunity for the students

to learn about the work of

the King Abdul-Aziz, how he

established the Kingdom of Saudi

Arabia, and what he did to unify a

large portion of Arabia.



This day certainly paved a way for

celebrations that built opportunities

to learn the Saudi Arabian heritage,

customs and traditions.

In the process of creating

something different, something

new, we at British International

School undoubtedly celebrated this

special day extraordinarily.





In the hustle and bustle of completing daily chores and targets, there is

no space left to wonder and ponder. Travelling enables us to pleasantly

hold on to fresh outlook and affirm our old determinations. It

definitely brings us back home with a new zeal and perspective. To

celebrate World Tourism Day, students of Grade 11G took us on an

enlivening and informative journey around the world reflecting upon

the rich culture, heritage and tradition of various countries like India,

China and America.

The assembly began with the recitation of HOLY

QURAN. After this, national anthem of UAE

was played. Every year 27th September is

celebrated as “World Tourism Day” as declared

by the UNO. The students presented the

assembly with the aim of showing different

tourism sites of the world.



The thought for the day

emphasized that learning different

languages and knowing about

different cultures is what being a

traveler is all about. Students of

11G, named Muntaha, Laiba,

Zara, Nazeeha and Rabiya

presented details of some

beautiful sites of world. In these

sites, Burj Khalifa, Walt Disney

World, Cross Roads of The World,

IMG world of adventure were

included.



Students emphasized on the importance of tourism for countries.

They said “Tourism has become an important sector that has an

impact on development of country economy. The main benefits of

tourism are income creation and generation of jobs. For many

regions and countries it is the most important source of welfare. The

ability of the national economy to benefit from tourism depends on

the availability of investment to develop the necessary infrastructure

and on its ability to supply the needs of tourists.”



At last the assembly was

concluded with a question &

answer session. Presenters asked

very interesting questions about

famous tourist sites from the

audience. School Principal &

Vice Principal, appreciated the

efforts of students. Enthusiasm

of students was appreciable. The

students actively and

enthusiastically participated and

the audience was kept engaged

through an interesting session

on World’s Tourism Day. It was

an informative and interesting

assembly.





“A parent is a teacher at home and a teacher is a parent at school

and the child is the center of our universe.”

Studies show, that when families are involved in the education of

their children in positive ways, the children maximize on their

untapped potentials and are more regular to school and

demonstrate positive attitude and behavior. The foundation for

good parent teacher relationship is, frequent and open

communication, mutual respect and a clear understanding of what

is best for each individual child.

On 6thSeptember, 2018 in the premises of British International

School -2, Ajman, an orientation day programme was held for the

students and parents, especially for the new members of our family.

Every parent who entered the school was given a strong assurance

that their trust in British International School, Ajman would grow

deeper and stronger as days pass by.



As a new student, they were bound to have questions and thus,

Orientation was perfectly designed around them, helping to uncover

the answers to the questions they had, and providing them the

information about our campus resources, programs and

curriculum. By the time they were ready to leave the orientation, they

were already on their way to becoming a successful BIS student and of

course as a school we were thrilled and looking forward to these new

members of the British International School family.

At British International

School, we completely

understand the importance of

a child’s growth and the

sensitive role of parents along

with teachers, wherein we

foster the child's learning

through joint efforts of

parents, teachers and the

school. When parents and

teachers share responsibility

the students are the most

benefitted.



At the end of the orientation, we as a school affirmed that all

the parents who have introduced these little souls to the world,

at British International School, we promise to introduce the

world to your little ones…..





“Sometimes a smile and a warm welcome make the best ingredients

for an awesome year ahead!”

The orientation program is an opportunity for any student to learn,

how to navigate in the new academic year as well as the campus.

Orientation can be used to build a network of resources that will help

students to start their journey in better manner on the right path.

To justify this thought of welcoming our students formally and to

enlighten them about the curriculum as well as the assessment pattern

and to address any queries and concerns of learners, an Orientation

programme for learners of IGCSE and AS level was held on 9th

September 2018.

To begin with, the learners were shown a

motivational video which gave them a very

comprehensive idea about how to set realistic

targets and devise effective path to achieve

their goals. This was followed by a brief

discussion on the same topic where learners

participated actively. The learners were

acquainted with the subjects offered at BIS,

subject codes and evaluation pattern by means

of a power point presentation.



The presentation focused on important aspects to be kept in mind,

norms and rules that the students are expected to follow, examination

pattern and various other practical details which the learners should

know for their knowledge as well to help them in the smooth and

comfortable transition of their time at BIS.

Moreover, to foster the spirit of team building among the learners they

were engaged in ‘Bridge to Success’ activity. Students participated in

this activity with great enthusiasm in different groups.

Lastly, everyone left with a smile and a hope

to begin the year with a spirit of enthusiasm

and willingness to learn and succeed.

To conclude the programme, the Principal,

Vice Principal & Head of Sections gave a

glimpse of how BIS can help them to excel

by making them aware of the various

support systems and facilities at the school.









“If your actions inspire others to 

dream more, learn more, do more and 

become more, you are a leader.”

Voting is how we participate in a

society-may it be for a presidential

election or an election at a lower level,

ultimately we are teaching our

children to know how to voice their

opinion for the betterment either at

societal standards or at school level.

The crux lies in choosing the right

leader who can enlighten the dark

paths of our lives.



The above saying so aptly reflected in

the premises of British International

School, Ajman on the 24th September

2018. Every class willingly voted in

order to have a newly elected Class

representative who in turn would take

into account the interest of his

classmates, voice their issues during

the academic session.



The student council body elections

were also conducted simultaneously

with an intention that it would work

hand in hand with the administration

to ensure that all the student events

throughout the year are successful and

all their grievances are addressed in the

best possible manner.



The elections were so smoothly undertaken

with the mutual understanding and consent

of all the students & teachers across BIS,

that certainly the outcome in the future is

going to be promising.

The students & teachers have elected a

Student Council body with the intentions to

have a torch –bearer for their academic

year who could guide, voice, resolve and

take pride in being the part of the student

community.



Bravo!!!It takes nothing to lead yourself,

but it takes much to let someone lead

you…A leader takes people where they

want to go. A great leader takes people

where they don’t necessarily want to go, but

ought to be and that certainly is the goal of

the student council body at BIS.

Last but not the least, “ Elections have

certainly sown the seeds of hope, change,

success and of course TOGETHERNESS.”




